Kindergarten Animal Inquiry Lesson 3: “Stations to Support Research”
Irby DuBose, Pate Elementary School, Darlington, SC

STUDENT WORK SAMPLES – STATIONS

**Chickens**

1. What it looks like
2. What it eats
3. Where it lives
4. Other fun facts

**Sketch to Stretch**

**Horses**

1. What it looks like
2. What it eats
3. Where it lives
4. Other fun facts
“Frogs aren’t just green. They can be many colors. They catch bugs with their tongues.”
I-PADs - Penguins

This is the Rabbit group, but since penguins are the only animal awake at the San Diego Zoo, all children will cycle through the I-PAD station learning more about penguins.
Graffiti Board - Spiders

Fact Tree - Turtles